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Suggesting Points-of-Interest via Content-Based,
Collaborative, and Hybrid Fusion Methods
in Mobile Devices

AVI ARAMPATZIS and GEORGIOS KALAMATIANOS, Democritus University of Thrace

Recommending venues or points-of-interest (POIs) is a hot topic in recent years, especially for tourism appli-

cations and mobile users. We propose and evaluate several suggestion methods, taking an effectiveness, fea-

sibility, efficiency, and privacy perspective. The task is addressed by two content-based methods (a Weighted

kNN classifier and a Rated Rocchio personalized query), Collaborative Filtering methods, as well as sev-

eral (rank-based or rating-based) methods of merging results of different systems. Effectiveness is evalu-

ated on two standard benchmark datasets, provided and used by TREC’s Contextual Suggestion Tracks in

2015 and 2016. First, we enrich these datasets with more information on venues, collected from web ser-

vices like Foursquare and Yelp; we make this extra data available for future experimentation. Then, we

find that the content-based methods provide state-of-the-art effectiveness, the collaborative filtering vari-

ants mostly suffer from data sparsity problems in the current datasets, and the merging methods further

improve results by mainly promoting the first relevant suggestion. Concerning mobile feasibility, efficiency,

and user privacy, the content-based methods, especially Rated Rocchio, are the best. Collaborative filter-

ing has the worst efficiency and privacy leaks. Our findings can be very useful for developing effective

and efficient operational systems, respecting user privacy. Last, our experiments indicate that better bench-

mark datasets would be welcome, and the use of additional evaluation measures—more sensitive in recall—is

recommended.

CCS-Concepts: • Information systems → Recommender systems; Location based services; Mobile infor-

mation processing systems; Collaborative filtering; Nearest-neighbor search; Rank aggregation; Retrieval models

and ranking; • Security and privacy → Privacy protections;
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1 INTRODUCTION

Smart devices, and in particular smartphones, are ubiquitous devices, more than just communi-
cation tools, as they combine the features of a cell phone along with computing functionalities.
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23:2 A. Arampatzis and G. Kalamatianos

Ubiquitous devices mingle, and sometimes interfere with a person’s everyday life. Smartphones
hold on to a plethora of personal, yet heterogeneous data generated from various software appli-
cations, hardware components, and embedded sensors, constituting a very rich set of potentially
private information. Consequently, a smartphone can be considered as a well-informed—about its
owner’s interests—ubiquitous digital companion that comprises a diverse set of sensors and strong
computational and networking capabilities. Thanks to these features, information available to a
smartphone can be used in many circumstances to assist its owner with suggestions and recom-
mendations.

In this work, we focus on the sets of personal data of smart devices and consider how it can be
used to make touristic contextual suggestions to their owners. Whatever may attract a tourist can
be considered as a Point-Of-Interest (POI), and tourists often are overwhelmed by the large number
and variety of POIs in the places they visit. Typically, a tourist has to make her choices in short
time and without being fully informed about her options regarding the available POIs. Assuming
that a contemporary tourist owns a smartphone equipped with a number of sensors, and is familiar
with mobile applications (apps), mobile recommender systems can become valuable tools. In fact,
mobile tourism services is currently a very active research topic; for a collection of related papers,
see, e.g., [59].

A recommender system for tourism aims to advise its user on which POIs to visit while staying
in a certain area. Such suggestions are produced based on inputs, and a simple approach would be
to ask the user about her preferences, and include information such as user needs, interests, and
constraints, enter those into some system, and then have the system correlate these preferences
with POIs which have similar parameters [30]. Another option is to use additional input evalua-
tions and ratings of other tourists with similar interests in a collaborative filtering fashion [51].
Additionally, travelers who are in close spatial and temporal proximity often share common travel
interests or needs [21, 61]. A common requirement of all these approaches is that users have to
enter their personal information, POI ratings, and build their profile into some system.

Another, possibly more important, requirement of existing recommender systems is that user
profiles have to be stored and managed by the recommender service. User profiles, however, con-
tain personal data, some of which may be considered sensitive personal data according to the Data
Protection Directive 95/46/EC [29], the current draft of the forthcoming General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR),1 which regulates the processing of personal data within the European Union,
and similar regulations which hold in other regions. This, in turn, raises privacy concerns to po-
tential users of such systems.

Moreover, the privacy issues can be further aggravated when user profiles are combined among
recommender systems in order to expand the data pool and enable more intelligent recommen-
dations [64]. The privacy concerns are even more serious in mobile recommender systems, due
to the wide range of sensitive personal data (e.g., location) that are available to mobile platforms
and can be accessed by mobile apps and transparently uploaded to remote servers. In fact, user
awareness of threats against location and identity privacy aspects have been recognized as one of
the greatest barriers to the adoption of context-aware services [10].

The exact challenge addressed in this work is to propose and experimentally compare POI
recommendation/suggestion methods for tourism, paying attention also to privacy. The tar-
geted functionality is mostly in line with the Contextual Suggestion Track of the Text Retrieval
Conference (TREC) (see, e.g., [22, 24, 32]). In other words, we focus on a single but common
situation [24]:

1http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/document/review2012/com_2012_11_en.pdf (accessed on 20 April 2016).
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A user with a mobile device with limited interaction but some sort of a user profile,
who is in a strange town, and who is looking for something to do. There is no
explicit query; the implicit query is Here I am, what should I do?

Earlier TRECs (2012–2014) considered as context mainly the user’s location (some temporal in-
formation was coming in and out across the years) and asked for suggestions taking into account
also the user interests via personal past preferences. In TREC 2015 and 2016, the track organizers
put more effort into providing richer contextual information in requests including also trip type,
duration, travel companions, and season.

TREC’s experimental setup considers each user in isolation, thus a recommender system could
run entirely in her mobile device, given all the POI data of a general area of interest. Such a setup
has some desirable privacy properties. In this work, we extend the setup to also consider POI
ratings of other users in a collaborative filtering fashion. Due to the large number of POIs and
users globally available, such systems usually run in a centralized service, sacrificing privacy.

We approach the problem in three ways: (a) content-based filtering, (b) collaborative filtering,
and (c) hybrid methods fusing the former two. Our main contributions are the following.

—We propose a content-based filtering approach derived from Rocchio’s relevance feedback
method [49]. We modified Rocchio’s method so as to suit multi-graded rating environments,
which we call Rated Rocchio. In the environment considered, users usually rate POIs em-
ploying grading systems beyond the binary relevant/non-relevant of traditional retrieval,
e.g., 5-graded: strongly interested, interested, neither interested or uninterested, uninter-
ested, strongly uninterested. To our knowledge, no one has employed Rocchio before in
our way; we first introduced this modification in TREC [27, 34].

—We compare the Rocchio method to the effectiveness of another content-based classifier,
namely, a k Nearest Neighbors (kNN) classifier [4], classifying each candidate POI to one of
the five grades. Here, we employ a Weighted kNN version, trying several weighting meth-
ods for the semantically nearest neighbor POIs. We are not aware of any other research
employing kNN in this context with weights in our fashion; we first introduced it for the
task in [27] in parallel with [9] in the same year’s TREC (2013).

—As a collaborative filtering approach, we employ the Pearson Correlation Coefficient
method, looking for similar users according to their rated POIs. While this is a standard
and widely used approach in recommender systems [46], it has not been used like that in
the datasets we employ, since TREC’s experimental setup has discouraged collaborative
approaches. So, it can serve as a baseline for future research, as well as an interesting com-
parison to the above-mentioned two content-based methods.

—For fusing the content-based and collaborative filtering methods, we mainly resort to the
preferential voting methods of Borda Count [12] and a Condorcet system [19]. Since we
have two content-based and one collaborative filtering method, we try a three-way fuse, as
well as all two-way combinations. Although there exists previous research on such hybrid
methods, we are not aware of any past research applying these on the datasets we employ.

—Beyond the above rank-based fusion methods, we also investigate whether rating-based
fusion is feasible and effective. Note that not all of the above methods predict ratings, e.g.,
the Rated Rocchio produces retrieval scores. In this respect, we experimentally investigate
techniques for mapping these scores to ratings, so as ratings instead of ranks can be fused
across systems by, e.g., taking their average.

—All the above methods are experimentally tested on TREC-provided free datasets. However,
we enrich these datasets with POI information crawled from free online services such as

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 36, No. 3, Article 23. Publication date: September 2017.



23:4 A. Arampatzis and G. Kalamatianos

Foursquare2 and Yelp.3 We make these extra data available, which may constitute a valuable
additional resource for future research.

—For all proposed methods, we investigate the feasibility of their local implementation at the
user-side (user’s device), even in parts, and discuss whether user privacy can be preserved.
Furthermore, considering that user devices may have insufficient computational capabilities
for the task, we provide some basic theoretical complexity analysis of the methods. The
analysis and discussion provided may be valuable in developing operational systems which
are efficient, effective, and privacy-preserving, three highly valued features by users.

While, as we show experimentally, our proposed methods are at the state-of-the-art effectiveness-
wise, we also discuss additional worse-performing setups which may be proven valuable for future
research by pointing out dead-ends or possible ground-breaking ways. Furthermore, privacy-wise,
the content-based methods provide very good characteristics and can be efficiently implemented
in their biggest part at the user-side.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss past related work with
respect to our approach. Section 3 presents our proposed methods for POI suggestion, followed by
their experimental evaluation in Section 4. In Section 5, we summarize and discuss our findings.
We conclude in Section 6, including possible directions for future research.

2 RELATED WORK

With respect to our work, we discuss past literature in mainly three domains: first, mobile rec-
ommender systems, especially ones considering user-privacy; second, approaches using extended
contexts such as weather or health conditions; and third, POI suggestion in somewhat limited
contextual information like in earlier TRECs.

Many previous works on context-aware venue recommendation (e.g., [43, 62, 63]) use check-
in data from location-based social networks (e.g., Foursquare) to evaluate the accuracy of their
recommendations, by assuming that users implicitly like the venues they visited. A more reliable
and reusable test collection methodology to evaluate such systems has been developed by the
TREC Contextual Suggestion track since 2012. Consequently, while POI recommendation is a well-
studied topic, a significant part of the references given below is dominated by works using TREC
data even outside the Track.

2.1 Mobile Recommender Systems

There is rich literature on recommendation systems and mobile recommendation systems (see,
e.g., [11, 48] and the references therein for general recommendation systems). The application
of mobile recommender systems in the tourism domain has also attracted a lot of interest from
the scientific community (see, e.g., [13, 31] for up-to-date surveys of the field and related topics).
More specifically, in [13] the authors focus on systems available for tourism applications, analyze
different user interfaces, and discuss various functionalities offered by these systems.

An interesting application for tourists is the myVisitPlannerGR system [47], which recommends
activities to visitors along with appropriate schedules to carry out these activities during a visit.
The protection of privacy is also discussed, and even though users have to disclose some per-
sonal data to the system, the amount of personal data disclosed is kept at a low level, measures
are taken to avoid accidental data leaks, and the privacy policy of the application is clearly docu-
mented. Another recent work is the iGuide system [53] which aims at enabling a socially enriched

2www.foursquare.com.
3www.yelp.com.

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 36, No. 3, Article 23. Publication date: September 2017.
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mobile tourist guide service where its recommendations are enriched with multimedia content. In
this direction, in [44] the authors propose a novel approach for multimedia recommendation and
annotation.

Others have employed privacy-by-design approaches (e.g., [28]) to address the privacy issues of
recommendation systems. Privacy by design generally refers to a holistic approach for handling
the privacy issues within each step of the design, implementation, and operation of a system (see,
e.g., [20], and the references therein).

2.2 Extended Context Approaches

Most of the aforementioned approaches mainly use as context the user’s location, her personal
preferences, or social network sources. Others, like the ones below, assume extended contexts.

An interesting application is FitYou [58], a system that makes contextual suggestions driven by
healthy lifestyle choices according to the user’s context and health condition. It employs a state-
of-the-art matrix factorization approach and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) over a user-
category matrix. STS [14] is another context-aware system which exploits weather conditions data
to generate higher quality live recommendations using again a matrix factorization approach.

In [37], the authors examine two approaches that model user preferences and context features
(beyond just location) in terms of a word embedding vector space. They perform a feature abla-
tion test, by recording the effectiveness when a single feature is removed. They find that positive
venue ratings is the most important feature, whose absence reduces P@5 by 2.2%. The absence of
each context feature—such as trip duration (day, night, weekend, longer), season (summer, winter,
etc.), group (alone, friends, family, other), and trip type (business, holiday, other)—reduces P@5 by
1.4–1.9%. These results suggest that such context features are effective, but represent factors that
are less important for users than their past venue preferences. Lastly, ablation of the gender feature
only reduces effectiveness by 0.5%.

In [33], the authors study the impact of using context features on the overall performance of con-
textual suggestion based on parsimonious group profiling. The contextual customization is found
almost as effective as past user preferences which shows that such features are quite promising in
dealing with cold-start problems in the contextual suggestion task. They observe that trip duration
is the most important context and the least important one is the trip type. A linear combination of
the customized ranking (using extended context features) and the personalized one (using user-
rated venues) is performing better than their best personalization approach in all the common
IR metrics being used in their paper. Nevertheless, past user ratings vs. context seem to be best
weighted (for P@5) in a 70–30% fashion, respectively, showing that ratings are still more important
(more than twice) than context.

In our work, our considered context is more in line with the earlier TRECs, i.e., it cannot be
considered as extended: we only consider the user’s location. In any case, according to the works
mentioned above, the past user preferences seem to be much more important than extended con-
text information. Given the specific format of the challenge, we next refer to the efforts of authors
who investigated this in the TREC conferences.

2.3 TREC’s Contextual Suggestion Track

The Track has run for 5 years from 2012 to 2016. During the early 3 years, up to 2014, the task was
evaluated on the ever-changing open-web, making experiments non-reproducible and meaningful
comparisons difficult. We mostly review the literature from 2015 on, since the Track has moved to
controlled/fix collections.

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 36, No. 3, Article 23. Publication date: September 2017.
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Researchers have usually employed different combinations of web-services such as Foursquare,
Yelp, TripAdvisor,4 and Google Places,5 to collect data and enrich their dataset with keywords,
descriptions, and useful phrases [3, 17, 38, 41, 52, 57, 60]. We also enrich the standard datasets in
a similar way; moreover, we make these extra data publicly available for future research.

Aliannejadi et al. [3] build both a positive and a negative user model via SVM and Naive Bayes
classifiers, using comments that were retrieved from the aforementioned web-services. They also
employ a normalized count of category-tags occurring in rated POIs. Finally, they calculate a
weighted average of the similarity values produced by the user profiles and the category-based
profiles. McCreadie et al. [38] extract 49 attributes from data retrieved from Foursquare and use
Learning to Rank methods to build profiles. They also use information retrieved from Foursquare
profiles, such as usual times and seasons of visits, and textual information to suggest venues suit-
able for the users’ time of visit and type of trip, using Factorization Machines. Yang and Fang [60]
build a positive and a negative profile for each user and each POI according to comments retrieved
from web-services. They attempt either using the text as a whole or a nouns-only approach. For
each user-POI pair, they calculate a similarity value from a linear combination of all profile pairs.
Finally, they employ manual criteria to boost or avoid POIs that belong to categories that match
their contextual needs or not, accordingly.

Trees et al. [52] calculate heuristic normalized ratings for each occurring category-tag according
to the user preferences, and employ them as user-profile attributes. They also employ a penalty
function for frequently occurring tags to enhance variability. Chakraborty et al. [17] use the tag
co-occurrence count between POIs and users as a similarity value. Wang et al. [57] create a user
preferences profile and POI profiles applying different weights to terms retrieved from keywords,
text, or title, while applying negative weights to terms with a negative contribution. They then rank
the list of suggested POIs according to the confidence value for each returned POI. Chen et al. [18]
try combined SVM and Matrix Factorization methods to classify candidate POIs as interesting to
the user. Mo et al. [41] build both a positive and a negative user profile according to retrieved data
for the user preferences. They then classify each POI to one of the profiles using an SVM classifier.

In summary, learning/classification methods employed by participants in TREC, vary from SVM,
Naive Bayes, Learning to Rank, Factorization Machines, and others. No one seems to use kNN6 or
Rocchio, as we propose and evaluate in this work. Some seem to build separate positive and nega-
tive profiles—we build single ones incorporating negative information/feedback, e.g., via Rocchio;
kNN is a “lazy” classifier, it does not build profiles.

3 SUGGESTING POINTS-OF-INTEREST

In this section, we elaborate on the methods we propose. First, in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we revisit and
revise the methods we first used in DUTH’s7 TREC 2013 participation [27], which were also used
in [26]. Then, we describe standard collaborative filtering approaches for the task, in Section 3.3.
In Section 3.4, we attempt to combine the results of all the aforementioned methods employing
preferential voting systems.

3.1 Suggestion Model Based on a Weighted kNN Classifier

Motivated by the kNN classification method, we attempt to predict a user rating for POIs of
potential interest to the user based on the actual user ratings of the k semantically nearest

4www.tripadvisor.com.
5developers.google.com/places.
6Besides [9], who introduced it in parallel with us [27] in the same year’s TREC (2013).
7Democritus University of Thrace, Greece.
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neighbors/POIs that the user has visited and rated before. We then rank the results based on the
predicted rating. Specifically, we proceed as follows:

(1) Indexing Rated POIs: For each user, we generate an index containing any useful textual
data collected about POIs they have rated.

(2) Query Generation per Candidate POI: We generate a query for each candidate POI which
consists of a bag-of-words containing all useful textual information collected about each
POI.

(3) Rating Context/Candidate POIs: For each candidate POI, we submit its generated query to
the user index we built in step (1), which returns a ranked list of POIs rated by the user,
scored for their similarity to the candidate POI. To compute a score p for the candidate,
we use a weighted average of the nearest neighbor ratings:

p “

řk
i“1 siri

řk
i“1 si

, (1)

where k is the number of the examined nearest neighbors, si is the tf.idf similarity value
between the candidate and its i-th neighbor, and ri is the user’s rating for the i-th neighbor.

Thus, our main contribution here is the use a Weighted kNN method. We have tried several other
weighting methods before committing to the use of the tf.idf score, as we will later see in Sec-
tion 4.5.1. There, we will also motivate the value of k we choose for our current experimental
setup.

Let us do some basic complexity analysis of the above method. Per user, the method requires
an index of her rated POIs which can be built once and whenever new ratings become available it
can be updated incrementally. kNN is a “lazy” classifier, in the sense that it does not build profiles.
Suggesting POIs with kNN requires running a query per candidate POI to the index. Assuming
that the user has rated only Nr of the N total/global number of POIs, the index contains Nr POIs;
such an index can be built in linear time to the number of indexed items [36], i.e.,OpNr q. Searching
the index is also linear to the number of indexed items, thus looking for the nearest neighbors of
a candidate POI takes OpNr q time. If Na is the number of available POIs in the area of interest,
searching for all these POIs takes OpNaNr q.

Concerning the user-privacy that can be achieved by the method, the set of a user’s rated POIs is
relatively small so it can be kept locally in her device. Current mobile devices are computationally
more than capable of building an index for hundreds or even thousands of rated POIs (OpNr q) and
update this index incrementally (Op1q) when the user gives a new rating. Suggesting candidate
POIs is also computationally light (OpNaNr q), forNa andNr in the ranges of hundreds to thousands
and tens to hundreds, respectively. The only information leak is the extended area of interest, i.e.,
the area she is located at the time of the request, since up-to-date information on the nearby Na

POIs has to get downloaded by some provider.

3.2 Suggestion Model Based on a Rated Rocchio Method

In this model, we generate a personalized query per user, encapsulating her interests. The query
consists of terms weighted via a custom version of Rocchio’s formula usually employed for rele-
vance feedback [49]. We assume integer ratings r in rrmin, rmaxs with a neutral value rneutral. The
model is summarized in the following steps.

(1) Personal Query Generation: Let �Dn “ă dn,1,dn,2, . . . ,dn,T ,ą be a training example, where
T is the total number of terms in the training set of all rated POIs of a user. The dn,t is the
weight of t term in Dn . This term weight is calculated as dn,t “ 1 ` loдpfn,t q where fn,t is
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the frequency of appearance of the t-th term in POI n represented by Dn . We use a tf-only
weight as the inclusion of an idf term did not improve our early experiments in [27]. To

calculate the personalized query �Q for the user, we then use the following formula:

�Q “

rmax
ÿ

r “rmin

ˆ

pr ´ rneutralq
1

|Rr |

ÿ

�Dn PRr

�Dn

˙

, (2)

where Rr is the set of vectors of the user’s preferences rated r by the user. In this way,
neutrally rated POIs do not contribute to the personalized query (the coefficient is zeroed
out), and positive- and negative-rated POIs contribute accordingly.

(2) Indexing Context POIs: For a certain area of interest, we build an index of its POIs, repre-
senting each POI by its corresponding collected textual data.

(3) Suggesting Candidate POIs: To suggest candidate POIs for a user within an area of interest,
we submit the query generated in step (1) to the index of step (2). We suggest POIs with
their descending order in the ranked list.

Thus, our main contribution here is a generalized Rocchio formula which can be used in multi-
graded environments, which we will call, Rated Rocchio.

We have so far described how a Rated Rocchio personalized query can be constructed, however,
there are more decisions to be made on how exactly this query may be used in order to score
POIs. For example, whether one should use all query terms or only some top ones and how many,
whether to retain terms with negative weights (if any), whether to use term weights at all, and
so forth. We consider some of these choices as implementation details and some others as tightly
connected with the data at hand, so we will present them in the content of our experimental setup
in Section 4.3 and later.

In Equation (2), the ratings r (or rather their offsets from the neutral rating, r ´ rneutral) func-
tion as the traditional Rocchio parameters (i.e., the ones weighting the original query against the
relevant and non-relevant training sets), here weighting the rating sets in a linear way. That is,
assuming a neutral rating of 2, the 4-rated training examples are weighted as 4 ´ 2 “ 2, the 3-rated
examples as 3 ´ 2 “ 1, the 1-rated examples as 1 ´ 2 “ ´1, and so on. We remind the reader that
there is no original query in this task; the “original query” is the user’s location, i.e., here I am, what
can I do? Additionally, we will also experiment with a non-linear mapping of ratings to Rocchio
parameters in Section 4.5.1, but this yielded no significant effectiveness differences; consequently,
we resort so far to the simpler method of the linear mapping of Equation (2).

Also note that while the WeightedkNN method of Section 3.1 predicts ratings, the Rated Rocchio
method as defined here does not predict ratings but ranks the candidates—there are no guarantees
that even the first ranked POI would correspond to a higher-than-neutral rating. We will come
back to this when we try to fuse several suggestion models in Sections 3.4.3 and 4.5.3.

Let us now do some basic complexity analysis of the above method. Building a Rocchio profile is
linear to the number of user-rated POIs, i.e.,OpNr q, where Nr is the number of user-rated POIs, as
in the previous section. Once calculated, a user’s profile can be retained and it changes only when
the user gives a new or changes a rating. Note that Rocchio queries can be updated incrementally
(see, e.g., [5], in Op1qq. Suggesting POIs requires running the personal Rocchio query to the index
of all Na POIs in the area of interest, thus it takesOpNaq (building and searching an index is linear
to collection size). Consequently, assuming a pre-generated user query, it takesOpNaq to generate
suggestions.

Concerning the user-privacy that can be achieved by the method, the set of a user’s rated POIs is
relatively small so it can be kept locally in her device. Current mobile devices are computationally
more than capable of building a personalized query from hundreds or even thousands of rated
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POIs (OpNr q), and update this query incrementally (Op1q) when the user gives a new or updates a
rating. Suggesting candidate POIs is also computationally light (OpNaq). The only information leak
is again (as in the Weighted kNN method case) the area of interest, since up-to-date information
on the nearby Na POIs has to get downloaded by some provider.

Note that the index of all Na POIs in the area of interest can be delivered ready by some provider,
saving the computational load at the user’s mobile device.

3.3 Collaborative Filtering

We construct an M ˆ N Utility MatrixU where M is the number of users and N is the number of
globally available POIs. Each component um,n of U is the rating of user m for POI n. Per user, we
calculate the average of her known ratings, and subtract this average from all her ratings. Then
we fill the missing ratings as zero, assuming that the user would have given an average rating to
the POIs she has not seen or rated.

For all user pairs x ,y, we calculate Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient ρ as a similarity measure.
We then calculate each missing rating ux, j of user x as

ux, j “

ř

y,uy, j ‰0 ρpx ,yquy, j
ř

y,uy, j ‰0 ρpx ,yq
. (3)

Finally, for each request of user x , we first filter out POIs outside the location of interest, and then
rank and suggest the remaining j’s in their descending ux, j rating. The average user rating of user
x can be added again, so only POIs with above-neutral rating are suggested to the user. This is a
standard and widely used method for collaborative filtering (see, e.g., [46]). Note that when user
ratings are re-centered around each user’s average rating (like we do with the offset above), then
ρ is the same as cosine similarity.

The method described above considers user–user similarities in order to predict missing ratings.
The task can be also performed by considering POI–POI similarities, in a similar manner; we do
not give the formula, it is very similar to Equation (3) and easy to derive.

Let us do some basic complexity analysis of the above method for a single user request. We
assume some sparse matrix representation of U where zeros are not stored or contribute into the
calculations below. Calculating and offsetting the user average rating takesOpNr q; this can be done
in advance and retained until the user gives a new or updates a rating. Updating an average can
be done incrementally in Op1q, but offsetting again takes OpNr q. For a pair of users, calculating a
ρ is linear to the largest number of rated POIs of any of the two users; without loss of generality,
we can assume that this takes OpNr q. Thus, for the user paired with everybody else, all ρ’s take
OpMNr q. These ρ’s can be pre-calculated and retained, but practically not for very long, if the
most up-to-date information is required for suggestions. The addition or modification of a rating
by any other user would trigger a re-calculation of a single ρ in OpNr q, but this would happen
very often; roughly M times more often than in the content-based approaches. Thus, without loss
of generality, and for comparison purposes with the content-based approaches, we will consider
the update complexity here to be OpMNr q. The addition or modification of a rating by the user
would not happen so often, but it will takeOpNr q for re-calculating and offsetting the user average
rating, and OpMNr q for re-calculating all ρ’s; thus, OpMNr q.

Assuming that each user has rated Nr POIs randomly, a specific POI is rated by a user with
probability Nr {N , and the expected number of ratings per POI from all users is MNr {N . Thus, the
nominator, as well as the denominator of Equation (3), each take OpMNr {N q, since they are sums
across all users’ ratings for a POI. So, for all missing user ratingsux, j in the area of interest, in total
we have OpNaMNr {N q operations. Summarizing, assuming pre-calculated ρ’s, suggesting POIs
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on-the-fly for a single user request with collaborative filtering, takesOpNaMNr {N q; nevertheless,
updates are triggered more often than the content-based methods and are more costly (OpMNr q).

Concerning the user-privacy of the method, it has the worst characteristics by nature, since it
requires POI ratings to be shared with other users and/or some provider. Furthermore, assuming
millions or billions of potential users and millions of global POIs, the time complexity of suggest-
ing, and especially of updating, may make an implementation of such a method at the user-side
prohibited. Thus, suggestions should be made by a centralized service.

3.4 Hybrid Fusion Methods

We investigate the use of data fusion methods as a means to combine the recommendations pro-
duced by separate suggestion systems. We first resort to two voting systems, Borda Count and Con-
dorcet, suitable for rank-based fusion, since the three suggestion systems we described above do
not all produce ratings, e.g., the Rated Rocchio method produces scores. Then, we attempt to map
Rated Rocchio scores to ratings so as to employ rating-based fusion techniques such as CombSUM.

3.4.1 The Borda Count Election Method. The Borda Count election method [19] originates from
social theory in voting and has been previously used as a fusion method of separate retrieval
systems [42]. For this purpose, we use the lists of suggestions as ballots and each system as a voter.

Specifically, for each suggestion of rank r we assign a score p “ n ´ r where n is the number
of candidates. Although other formulas such as p “ n ´ pr ´ 1q and p “ 1{r are frequently used,
p “ n ´ r provided the best results in preliminary experiments. We then add the p scores of each
candidate for all ballots and re-sort the list of suggestions based on the final score. We can sum-
marize the function of the Borda Count method in the following formula:

si “

m
ÿ

j“1

pn ´ ri, j q, (4)

where si is the final score of candidate i , m is the number of combined voters, and ri, j is the rank
of candidate i according to the j voter/method.

3.4.2 Condorcet. A voting system is called Condorcet if it is designed to elect a Condorcet
winner, which is the candidate who would theoretically win in a one-on-one encounter with any
of the other candidates [19]. We employ a Condorcet system in which, for every suggested POI, we
count the number of its wins over other suggested POIs, that is, the number of POIs that are ranked
lower at any given system. We also count its losses, accordingly. Finally, we sort all candidates first,
by descending wins, and then by ascending losses.

3.4.3 Fusing Ratings. The Weighted kNN system produces ratings. The Collaborative Filtering
system produces ratings but not in the same initial scale, due to offsetting the initial ratings by
the average user rating. The Rated Rocchio formula ranks POIs in some decreasing score (not
rating); specifically, Language Model scores in our experimental setup, which are in p´8, 0s in
the implementation we use. Hence, it is evident that it is not always a straightforward task to
combine these systems in a way that produces ratings.

The user ratings produced by the Collaborative Filtering method of Section 3.3 can be brought
back to the initial scale by adding again the initial user average rating. By doing that, we are able
to combine this method with the Weighted kNN method by taking the average rating predicted by
the two methods for each candidate POI; this is equivalent (i.e., produces the same fused ranking)
to the widely used combination method of CombSUM, which simply sums the scores of the item
across rankings [8]. Incidentally, in our case, it is also equivalent to CombMNZ, since each POI
occurs in all rankings. We will present the results of such an experiment in Section 4.5.3.
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Concerning the Rated Rocchio scores, one could devise a method which maps the scores to
ratings, e.g., by doing some form of regression on the training POI scores and ratings, and using
this regression function to map scores of candidate POIs to ratings. Here, there seem to be different
options for calculating the regression; we will follow an experimental approach and come back to
this in Section 4.5.3.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present the experimental evaluation of our proposed methods. First, we describe
the benchmark datasets we employed (Section 4.1). Then, we set out to enrich these data by col-
lecting more information about POIs from widely known and used web services like Foursquare
and Yelp (Section 4.2). In Section 4.3 we give the details of how we implemented our proposed
methods given the available data and tools. In Section 4.4, we present the evaluation measures,
followed by our experiments and results in Section 4.5.

4.1 Datasets

We employed the datasets provided by the TREC Contextual Suggestion Tracks 2015 and 2016.
TREC provided the following data in both years.

POI Collection.

—A complete collection of 1,235,844 POIs, each comprised of a title, ID, location ID, and URL.
—A web-crawl of the aforementioned POI URLs, which was provided by TREC in 2016.

User Requests. Additionally, two different sets of requests were provided per year: 211 requests
made by 209 users (for 2015), and 442 requests made by 238 users (for 2016). Specifically, each
request is made by a specific user and contains information about the context in which it was
made:

—A request ID.
—General location information about where the request was made (city, state, etc.).
—A set of candidate POIs to rerank, at the specified location of interest. These were exactly

30 in 2015 requests, and variable from 79 to 119 (with an average of 96.5) in 2016 requests.
—The intended duration of the trip (day trip, night out, weekend, longer).
—The season in which the request was made (e.g., summer, winter).
—The type of group that the user is traveling with (alone, friends, family, other).
—The type of trip (business, holiday, other).

For the 2016 requests only, TREC additionally provided tags from a controlled vocabulary (e.g.,
bar-hopping, desert, live music) for the candidate POIs; the full set of possible tags can be found
online.8

User Profiles. A user profile consists of the following:

—A user ID.
—The user’s age and gender (both optional).
—A set of venues (POI IDs) that the user had rated at a scale of 0–4 (4“strongly interested,

3“interested, 2“neither interested or uninterested, 1“uninterested, 0“strongly uninter-
ested) and also (optionally) assigned a set of tags from the same controlled vocabulary we
mentioned above. There were exactly 30 rated venues in each user profile in 2015 data, and
either 30 or 60 in 2016 data.

8https://github.com/akdh/csttools/blob/master/tags.csv.
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Table 1. Dataset and Web-Service Collection Statistics

2015 2016
Number of users 209 238
Number of POIs per user profile 30 30 or 60
Total number of requests 211 442˚

Number of requests (unique users) evaluated by TREC 211 (209) 58 (27)
Number of candidate POIs per request 30 79–119, avg. 96.5
Unique rated POIs in all user profiles 4,102 60
Unique POI candidates in all requests 5,463 18,752
Intersection of the above 771 4
Union of the above 8,794 18,808
Yelp profiles 6,929 15,295
Foursquare profiles 7,246 15,741
POIs with at least a Yelp or Foursquare profile 7,533 16,680
POIs with both Yelp and Foursquare profiles 6,642 10,100
Avg. unique/non-unique keywords per POI 11.82/14.34 17.80/22.31
Avg. unique/non-unique keywords per POI (enriched) 44.77/62.73 50.13/72.12
Enrichment percentage +279%/+337% +182%/+223%

*Later this number was reduced to 438, since four requests were not completed by TREC assessors.

More information about these datasets can be found online.9 Some summary statistics are given
in the top part of Table 1.

4.2 Dataset Enrichment

We enrich the above TREC data by collecting more information about POIs from widely known
and used web services like Foursquare and Yelp.

Firstly, we identify the POI IDs that will be useful to the experiments, namely, the set of POIs
that occur in user profiles or the candidate POIs in requests. We then proceed to collect more online
data about this set of POIs. The TREC-provided URLs correspond to either the official web page of
the venue or its profile in a related web service (e.g., Foursquare, Yelp, TripAdvisor) For each case
we proceed in a different way.

Venue Homepage URLs: For participants’ convenience, TREC provided a set of web-crawls re-
lieving us from performing this task ourselves. Consequently, instead of going into the open web,
we process the provided dataset searching for the set of useful URLs that we identified earlier.

Web-service URLs: A significant percentage of the provided URLs correspond to a web-service
profile, most of which are Yelp or Foursquare profiles. Some URLs point to TripAdvisor profiles
but the service explicitly prohibits the systematic data collection for research purposes, and the
rest of the URLs which point to other similar services constitute a very small percentage so we
treat them as simple URLs as explained above.

We then attempted to match all POIs to both Yelp and Foursquare profiles. Specifically:

—For URLs that corresponded to Yelp profiles, we used the exact coordinates provided by
Yelp’s profile and the name of the venue, and submitted this information to Foursquare’s
search API to match the venue to a Foursquare profile.

—We then worked in the same way to match POIs with Foursquare URLs to Yelp profiles.

9https://sites.google.com/site/treccontext/.
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—For the rest of the URLs (i.e., other web-service URLs not corresponding to a Yelp or
Foursquare profile, and venue homepage URLs), we attempted to match the POI to both
Yelp and Foursquare profiles via the web services’ search APIs using the name of the venue
and the general location information.

For the POIs that we successfully matched to any or both web-services’ profiles, we retrieved and
saved the complete profiles so as to have all information available to use at a later time.

Our final dataset of Foursquare and Yelp profiles is summarized in Table 1. We see that for more
than 85% of the useful-to-the-experiments POIs (i.e., the union of POIs in all user profiles and
candidate POIs in all requests), we obtain at least a Yelp or Foursquare profile—that is very good
coverage. The enrichment process increases the average number of unique (non-unique) keywords
per POI by 182–279% (223–337%). We will make available online these extra data to accompany
and enrich the TREC data in future research.10

4.3 Dataset Processing, Tools, and Methods

The textual data we considered useful in order to describe each POI consist of a bag-of-words
containing the metadata extracted from the venue homepage URLs (description, title, keywords),
the Foursquare profile data (description, title, tags, phrases), and the Yelp profile data (description,
category, title). In venue homepages, we ignored any other text present, since we have found that
many homepages contain inherently uninformative content such as slogans, directions, and so
forth. Also, to make things worse, a significant percentage of homepages consist of some type of
multimedia, putting these venues at a disadvantage.

For indexing we used Indri version 2.211 with its default settings except that we enabled the
Krovetz stemmer, as suggested by [26]. In the WeightedkNN method, we run candidate POI queries
to the index of rated POIs using the tf.idf retrieval model; the choice of tf.idf was decided in pre-
liminary experiments, as we will later see. In the Rated Rocchio method, we run personalized
Rocchio queries to the index of candidate POIs using Indri’s default Language Model retrieval;
this is known to be the most effective ranking option in Indri. After we generate a Rated Rocchio
query, we also use the resulting term weights when we run it. For example, using the Indri Query
Language notation:

#weiдhtp1.5 restaurant 1.2 steak . . . 0.2 дoodq.

We also apply a cut-off threshold of 20 highest weighted terms for each query to achieve a more
precise query and a faster response. We retain terms with negative weights, if any; nevertheless,
these are unlikely to occur in the top-20.12 The number 20 emerged from preliminary experimen-
tation with the 2015 data, and it is also a commonly used value for relevance feedback.

Note that the Rated Rocchio method, as described in Section 3.2 in a general case, requires
an index of all POIs in the location of interest (context) which it ranks. The benchmark datasets
employed require one to rank only a given subset of the context POIs (i.e., the candidate POIs).
In this respect, after we submit the personalized Rated Rocchio query to the context POI index,
we filter out all non-candidate POIs and suggest the rest. Similarly, in the Weighted kNN and
collaborative filtering methods, we rate and suggest only the candidate POIs.

10http://poi.nonrelevant.net.
11www.lemurproject.org.
12In retrospect, we recommend removing terms with negative weights, just in case, and in order to be in line with the

relevance feedback practice.
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4.4 Evaluation Measures

We evaluate the quality of our suggestions employing the NDCG@5, P@5, and RR measures. These
three measures were used in the TREC Contextual Suggestion Track 2016, while 2015’s Track used
only the latter two. The definitions of these measures are as follows:

—Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at 5 (NDCG@5): A measure that employs a gain
factor to take into account the position in which each relevant suggestion was returned, as
well as its relevance score (i.e., graded relevance) [36].

—Precision at Rank 5 (P@5): The fraction of relevant suggestions within the top-5 results.
—Reciprocal Rank (RR): The inverse rank of the first relevant suggestion.

These measures are macro-averaged over all requests; next, we will simply talk of NDCG@5,
P@5, and MRR, for the macro-averaged versions. TREC provides the official ground truth on their
site.13,14 For 2015, they provide judgments for all 211 requests that come with the dataset, while
for 2016 they officially evaluated on a subset of only 58 requests out of 442.15 We evaluate using
the same request-sets as TREC.

Regarding NDCG@5, note that while the TREC 2016 benchmark dataset is 5-point graded, the
TREC 2015 dataset is binary graded. While NDCG@5 is still defined on binary judgments, it kind
of loses its main feature (i.e., evaluating multi-graded relevance) in the 2015 dataset. Actually, P@5
and MRR have a similar “weakness,” this time on the 2016 dataset: the 5-point graded relevance
has to be thresholded at the neutral rating in order to calculate these measures.

Note that all the above measures are sensitive to early precision, due to the narrow rank cut-offs
(5) in NDCG and Precision, and the rank position of only the first relevant result in RR. Conse-
quently, they model a user with a mobile device, with potentially limited screen space where only
five suggestions can be displayed simultaneously (NDCG@5, P@5), or with available time to visit
only a single POI (RR).

4.5 Experiments

In this section, we summarize the results of our experiments. First, in Section 4.5.1, we describe
some preliminary runs we did in order to decide (a) what setups make sense or are interesting to
compare, and (b) set some parameters. Then, the final runs are presented which are also tested for
statistical significance over a baseline (Section 4.5.2). Some additional experimental investigation
in fusing runs is presented in Section 4.5.3. Next, we investigate where our system stands against
other participants in the TREC Contextual Suggestion Tracks (Section 4.5.4).

4.5.1 Preliminary Runs. In the Weighted-kNN method (WkNN), we used k “ 7, since for some
candidate POIs Indri returned no more than seven similar venues. That is because Indri does not
rank POIs that bear no similarity (no matching keyword) to the query. For weights, we investigated
the use of the plain tf.idf weight against two alternative weighting methods. First, we tried to
use the Language Model (LM) for retrieval and its scores as weights. Indri returns LM scores in
p´8, 0s, being log probabilities. We normalized each score s as 2s and used these as weights, which

13http://trec.nist.gov/act_part/tracks/context/qrels-batch.txt (2015)—requires an active participant’s password.
14http://trec.nist.gov/act_part/tracks/context/qrels.txt (2016)—requires an active participant’s password.
15The ground truth of the rest of the requests was built based on a shallower pool depth, so they are not as good as the

official 58 requests in terms of re-usability and pool bias [32]. Note also that of the 442 requests in 2016, 211 are these of

2015 but with extra candidates added as noise; their qrels are the same in both years. Thus, 211 + 227 (new in 2016) “

438, plus four not-completed by assessors, i.e., 442 in total. The breakdown of the new 2016 requests is 227 “ 58 (officially

evaluated) + 169 (with a shallow pool depth).
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performed worse than using Indri’s tf.idf retrieval model and its positive scores in r0,`8q. Then,
we also tried another transformation, i.e., to use 2s for each tf.idf score s—this gave similar results
to plain tf.idf. Comparing the plain tf.idf weights to unweighted kNN showed that tf.idf weights
improve effectiveness a bit in all three measures, nevertheless, the differences were statistically
insignificant. In this respect, below we go with the plain tf.idf-weighted kNN.

In the Rated-Rocchio method (RRocchio), we investigated two different rating weights: (a) r ´ 2,
where r is the rating, and (b) the mapping t0, 1, 2, 3, 4u Ñ t´2,´1, 2, 4, 8u from ratings to weights.
The former considers equal contributions of positive/negative ratings in feedback while discarding
all neutral ratings of 2. The latter simulates the widely and empirically known effective setting of
4 to 1 ratio between positive and negative feedback for Rocchio, with a little twist: it boosts the
neutral ratings to weigh half of “interested,” targeting at increasing recall. Both methods yielded
comparable performance with statistically non-significant differences—we selected the former and
simpler method (r ´ 2) due to its slightly better effectiveness numbers. We truncate the Rocchio
query to the top-20 terms with the largest Rocchio weights, as 20 is a commonly used value for
relevance feedback which seemed to work well in a preliminary test with the 2015 data. Using all
positive terms without a top-20 cutoff, reduced all measures significantly. We retained any top-20
terms with negative weights, if any; discarding those gave immaterial effectiveness differences
since they occur very infrequently.

In the Collaborative Filtering (CF) method, preliminary runs using user–user similarity showed
that the method fails completely in the 2016 dataset; consequently, we will not present these results.
As shown in Table 1, the unique rated POIs in all user profiles are only 60—these are too few in
relation to all unique candidate POIs occurring in requests (18,752), and their overlap is only 4. So,
for almost all but four POIs, practically no predictions can be made. Consequently, we also cannot
have any fusion results involving user–user CF on the 2016 dataset. We also tried CF by considering
POI–POI similarities, but it failed in both datasets. Most of the candidate POIs (5, 463 ´ 771 “

4, 692 out of 5,463, i.e., 85.9% in 2015, and 18, 752 ´ 4 “ 18, 748 out of 18,752, i.e., almost 100.0% in
2016) do not have a single user rating; all those are deemed equally similar to each other with all
their ratings equal per user (per utility matrix’s row). In summary, we will only present results for
user–user CF on the 2015 dataset.

In other preliminary runs with user–user CF, we tried one variation of the method described in
Section 3.3. Instead of offsetting all ratings of a user with their average, it makes sense and is tempt-
ing to offset by rneutral (“2, in our case), and use cosine similarity instead of ρ. This corresponds to
assuming that the user would have given a neutral rating to POIs she has not seen or rated. Never-
theless, our preliminary experiments gave slightly worse results in 2015, i.e., NDCG@5/P@5/MRR
of 0.5358/0.5289/0.6659, than the standard method we adopt below.

4.5.2 Final Runs. Table 2 summarizes our final results. The best results per measure (ignoring
the Median/Best TREC runs in the last two rows) are in bold typeface.

All three individual methods (second batch of rows in the table), WkNN, RRocchio, and CF
(ignore the RRocchio(MI) run for now—we will come back to it later) perform similarly with no
statistical significant differences. We select the WkNN method (WkNN) as a baseline, as it seems
to be the best method in two out of three measures (NDCG@5 and P@5) in 2015, and the best
in NDCG@5 in 2016 (the main measure used by TREC that year), in absolute numbers (non-
significantly). Note that this is a rather hard baseline not trivial to beat, considering that it is
an above-median run in TREC 2015 and near the best run of TREC 2016 or better than the best
in NDCG@5. The Rated-Rocchio method (RRocchio) seems to perform slightly better than WkNN
in 2016 in two out of three measures, again in absolute numbers. In 2015, CF seems to perform
in-between WkNN and RRocchio but is better than both in MRR.
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Table 2. Results (2015 and 2016). Significance-Tested with a Bootstrap Test, One-Tailed, at Significance

Levels 5% (ŸŹ), 1% (ĲŸİŹ), and 0.1% (ĲŸİŹ), against the WkNN Baseline

2015 2016

NDCG@5 P@5 MRR NDCG@5 P@5 MRR

WkNN (non-enriched/original data) 0.5223Ź 0.5109Ź 0.6763 - 0.2576İŹ 0.3966Ź 0.6016 -

RRocchio (non-enriched/original data) 0.5399 - 0.5251 - 0.7075 - 0.3262 - 0.4586 - 0.6734 -

WkNN [selected baseline] 0.5553 0.5450 0.6774 0.3388 0.4690 0.6697

RRocchio 0.5305 - 0.5175 - 0.6795 - 0.3306 - 0.4724 - 0.6801 -

RRocchio(MI) 0.4905İŹ 0.4815İŹ 0.6485 - 0.3360 - 0.4828 - 0.6367 -

CF 0.5468 - 0.5374 - 0.6814 - — — —

BC CF–WkNN 0.5653 - 0.5536 - 0.7118 - — — —

BC WkNN–RRocchio 0.5542 - 0.5299 - 0.7149Ÿ 0.3232 - 0.4552 - 0.6165 -

BC CF–RRocchio 0.5717 - 0.5573 - 0.7094 - — — —

CombSUM CF–WkNN 0.5794 - 0.5640 - 0.7180Ÿ — — —

CombSUM WkNN–RRocchio(LRonMI) 0.5048İŹ 0.4796İŹ 0.6812 - 0.3319 - 0.4828 - 0.6023 -

CombSUM CF–RRocchio(LRonMI) 0.5346 - 0.5261 - 0.6732 - — — —

Three-way Borda Count (BC) 0.5830Ÿ 0.5630 - 0.7414ĲŸ — — —

Three-way Condorcet 0.5817Ÿ 0.5611 - 0.7414ĲŸ — — —

Three-way CombSUM 0.5397 - 0.5223 - 0.7026 - — — —

Median TREC run 0.5356 0.5204 0.6758 0.2720 0.4120 0.5927

Best TREC run 0.6055 0.5858 0.7404 0.3306 0.5069 0.6854

The first two lines of Table 2 present the WkNN and RRocchio runs on the original data provided
by TREC, i.e., before our enrichment process described in Section 4.2. It can be seen that enrichment
helps WkNN significantly, especially in 2016, but unexpectedly it makes no significant differences
in RRocchio. Looking at our data, on the one hand this seems to be due to the top-20 term cutoff
in RRocchio queries which keeps them from changing too much when training data are enriched.
On the other hand, while enriching the test data may have helped recall, the currently used evalu-
ation measures are not very sensitive to it. Regarding WkNN, richer representations seem to help
in better identifying a POI’s nearest neighbors.

RRocchio is attempting to model the user’s interests (likes and dislikes) using a single weighted
query of ultimately 20 terms (after filtering). This seems like an impoverished representation of
the user’s interests across venues of different types (restaurants, attractions, shops, events, etc.).
The WkNN approach seems more granular. So, for example, if the candidate POI is a restaurant,
it focuses on the user’s interests (likes and dislikes) only with respect to restaurants (the nearest
neighbors). Likewise, if the candidate POI is a clothing store, it focuses on the user’s interests (likes
and dislikes) only with respect to clothing stores, and so forth. Nevertheless, in order to capitalize
on this arguably extra granularity, richer representations are needed. For example, more clothing
related keywords are needed in order to effectively find other clothing stores (nearest neighbours).

The Borda Count (BC) two-way combinations are not significantly different than the baseline
(although they seem to perform in-between or better than the runs they combine), except WkNN–
RRocchio which provides an improved MRR in the 2015 dataset. So, two-way fusion seems to help
the first relevant suggestion, only in 2015. We narrow down our experimental investigation to
using only BC, since Condorcet two-way fusion gave practically the same results as BC (so they
are not presented for simplification) and marginally worse than BC in three-way fusion.

Both BC and Condorcet methods for fusing all three runs (three-way merge) yield significantly
better effectiveness than any individual run in all measures except P@5 (although it improves in
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both fusion methods); fusion seems again to promote especially the first relevant suggestion (i.e.,
more significant improvements in MRR).

4.5.3 More Fusion Runs. The only obstacle in using fusion based on, e.g., simple averaging
of ratings across all methods, CombSUM, CombMNZ, and so forth, is that the RRocchio method
produces scores not ratings. One could devise a method which maps the scores to ratings, e.g., by
doing some form of regression on the training POI scores and ratings, and using this regression
function to map scores of candidate POIs back to ratings. Here, there seem to be different options
for calculating the regression.

In a first attempt, we run the RRocchio query to an index containing all and only the training
POIs in order to get the score/rating data-points for the regression. Then we run the RRocchio
query to the index containing only the candidate POIs and use the previously estimated regression
function to map scores to ratings. We have tested this using linear regression, however, it fails
completely. The problem seems to be that the score range of the training POIs produced by the
former index is completely different than the one produced by the latter index. For example, the
former index produces scores in p´5.8,´5, 2q while the latter index, for a request, produces scores
in p´4.9,´4.1q. In this case, the regression line estimated in the former index predicts ratings ą4
for all candidate POIs in the latter index. This happens for most requests; the score range of the
candidate POIs is either above or below the score range where the regression line is estimated,
producing out-of-range ratings for all candidate POIs; in some cases so far out as ´10 or +30. Even
when we truncate these into r0, 4s, all candidate POIs fall at the same side, i.e., they are all rated
as either strongly interesting or strongly uninteresting. Proceeding like that to fusion also fails
completely.

In a second attempt to overcome the problem of the first attempt, we tried to use a single index
for calculating and using the linear regression function. We built an index containing the union
of training and candidate POIs, per request. Now, while running a Rocchio query to this index
produces compatible scores—or in the same range—for both training and candidate POIs, two other
problems occur. First, the estimated linear regression lines for a few requests have negative slopes,
reversing the corresponding rankings. Mixing non-training POIs into the index of training ones
seems in some cases to “spread” the training ones into the ranking in a way that higher rated
ones occur below lower rated ones, producing the negative slope. This seems to be an effect of the
changed background statistics (document frequencies). In the few cases that this happens, we “fix”
it by assigning to all candidate POIs the rating corresponding to the candidate POI with the least
rating, preserving like that the ranking.

Second, the sub-ranking of candidate POIs (ignoring the training POIs) produced by this “beefed-
up” index is different than the one produced by the index containing only the candidate POIs, since
the background statistics (document frequencies) change by the addition of the training POIs to
the index. While this may not necessarily be a problem in a first glance, the quality of this sub-
ranking is inconsistent in our experimental setup: our control run, RRocchio(MI)16 in Table 2,
gave NDCG@5/P@5/MRR of only 0.4905/0.4815/0.6485 in 2015, i.e., significantly worse than the
straightforward RRocchio, but 0.3360/0.4828/0.6367 in the 2016 dataset, which is a solid run achiev-
ing even the best P@5 (with an insignificant loss of MRR).

All in all, the second attempt seems more promising, although it varies in consistency. From
both attempts, we can conclude that the distribution of document frequencies in the candidate set
can be quite different than the training set. The matter deserves further investigation in the future.

16MI denotes Mixed Index, and LRonMI (later) denotes Logistic Regression on Mixed Index.
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We will proceed to CombSUM fusion using the second method for normalizing RRocchio scores
to ratings, i.e., linear regression on a mixed index, RRocchio(LRonMI).

Concerning the two-way CombSUM runs, the inferior quality ranking of RRocchio(MI) in 2015
influences more negatively its combination with WkNN, which is significantly worse than the
baseline in NDCG@5 and P@5 but holds up in MRR. The same combination in 2016 is not signif-
icantly different than the baseline, although it achieves the best P@5 of all runs. The CombSUM
CF–WkNN is a well-performing run with significantly better MRR than the baseline, and the best
P@5 of all runs in 2015. Comparing the BC to CombSUM two-way combinations, we can con-
clude that they are competitive, leaving aside the inconsistency of the RRocchio(LRonMI) method.
Nevertheless, three-way CombSUM is left behind by BC and Condorcet.

In summary, while fusing predicted ratings across recommenders is a promising method with
more potential than voting methods, mapping scores to ratings where this is needed is not trivial;
there is certainly room for improvement here. When score mapping is not needed, e.g., in CF
and WkNN, rating-based fusion seems superior. For example, the combination of CF with WkNN
performs better when a rating-based CombSUM fusion is used (CombSUM CF–WkNN) rather than
a rank-based Borda Count fusion (BC CF–WkNN).

4.5.4 TREC Runs. TREC has run a setup similar to the one we consider in this article. TREC
2015 called this “batch experiment,” while TREC 2016 called it “Phase 2 experiment.” During batch
or Phase 2, participants were presented with the task of re-ranking a set of candidate venues, for
each request provided.

Table 2 compares the effectiveness of our system to the systems of other participants in the
TREC 2015 and 2016 Contextual Suggestion Tracks. One, however, should be careful in drawing
conclusions about our proposed suggestion methods from this comparison due to other partici-
pating groups using different pre-processing and/or data enhancement of the POI collection. This
comparison rather serves as an indication of where our system stands as a whole, including data
processing and enhancement.

For TREC 2015, Median/Best runs for P@5 and MRR are taken from [22], while for NDCG@5 we
calculated them ourselves since the NDCG@5 was not used in TREC 2015. That year in the Batch
task (i.e., the task as described in this article), 17 teams participated with a total of 30 runs; we
did not participate. For TREC 2016, Median/Best runs are taken from [32]; 13 teams participated
in Phase 2 experiments (i.e., the task as described in this article) with a total of 30 runs (including
our team with three runs).

For 2015, our individual methods seem to generally stand above the median run, but closer to it
than to the best run. The fused methods are better, generally between the median and best runs.
The three-way merges are better than all the two-way ones in all measures; they even surpass the
best TREC run in MRR. Again, fusion seems to help more the first relevant suggestion.

For 2016, our individual methods are generally close to the best runs. Both WkNN and RRocchio
beat the best run in NDCG@5, which is the main measure used by TREC. Note that TREC’s best
NDCG@5 of 0.3306 comes from our official RRocchio run (runtag DUTH_rocchio in [32, Table 3])
which is exactly the same as the one presented in Table 2. We also officially submitted a run with
WkNN (DUTH_knn) and a fused BC WkNN–RRocchio run (DUTH_bcf), but we later found a bug
in DUTH_knn which hurt its effectiveness17 so also the DUTH_bcf is invalid; that was unfortunate
since, according to Table 2, WkNN achieves better NDCG@5 than DUTH_rocchio. In summary,
despite the “buggy” DUTH_knn and invalid DUTH_bcf runs, our system officially ranked us in TREC

17The official “buggy” DUTH_knn yielded 0.3116 NDCG@5, 0.4345 P@5, and 0.6131 MRR.
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Table 3. Method Time-Complexities per Subtask, and Privacy Leaks

Time complexity Privacy

Pre-process Suggestion Update leak

Weighted kNN OpNr q OpNaNr q Op1q area
index run all candid. incr. index update of

rated POIs POI queries on new user rating interest
Rated Rocchio OpNr q OpNaq Op1q area

train query index candidates incr. query update of
and run query on new user rating interest

Collab. Filt. OpMNr q OpNaMNr {N q OpMNr q area + all
calc. user’s calc. all ρ’s and update ρ’s & avg. or ρ user’s

avg. rating & ρ’s weight-average ratings on any user’s rating ratings

2016 as the first team in NDCG@5 (DUTH_rocchio), third best team in P@5 (DUTH_rocchio and
DUTH_bcf), and second best team in MRR (DUTH_rocchio), out of 13 participating teams.

Furthermore, employing earlier versions of our proposed individual methods, we had partic-
ipated in TREC Contextual Suggestion 2013 [24] where our highest achievements were: second
best team in MRR and TBG18 measures, and third best team in P@5, out of 15 teams in the partic-
ipated category/task/phase. We neither present those results here nor experimented any further
with that setup, since the dataset used at that time (i.e., the open web) is non-reusable for of-
fline (i.e., after-TREC or outside-the-pool) experiments, being non-static and with “thin” relevance
judgments.

In summary, the experimental evaluation in the context of all three TRECs, in two of which we
participated, reveals that our approach is either the state-of-the-art or—depending on the evalua-
tion measure considered—comparable to the best methods in the literature.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Effectiveness

Overall, looking at our effectiveness results, there is something worrisome: three radically differ-
ent methods achieve similar effectiveness in the 2015 dataset with statistically insignificant dif-
ferences. This also happens in the 2016 dataset for the two content-based methods (we remind
one that CF fails here due to rating sparsity), despite the fact that the organizers tried to pool
deeper. This may point to weaknesses inherent to the benchmark dataset(s) and/or limitations in
the evaluation measures used. The similarities between the two content-based methods could be
more easily accepted, since the methods use the same representation space (i.e., textual data) for
POIs. Nevertheless, CF does not use any textual data; it only uses the users’ ratings in profiles. We
further investigated on why this may be happening.

From track’s overview papers [22, 32] we found out that the 2015 dataset contains very high
quality candidate suggestions associated with its 211 requests, and that one could get very good
results by either randomly ranking the candidates or just returning them in the same order as they
come in the json file provided. The 2016 dataset does not have this problem. This is also confirmed
by the much better results obtained overall (by us and TREC participants) in the 2015 than in 2016
dataset; e.g., TREC’s Median and Best NDCG@5 almost halves from 2015 to 2016.

18TREC 2013 employed a modified Time-Biased Gain (TBG) metric instead of the NDCG@5 measure; for more information

on TBG, see [23, 24, 50].
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Our own investigation of our CF runs also supports the above. In 2015, according to Table 1, the
overlap between the rated POIs in profiles (4,102) and candidates to be ranked (5,463) is only 771
POIs. In the way Equation (3) works, it manages to predict ratings for these 771 POIs, while for the
rest 4,692 (“ 5, 463 ´ 771), or 85.9%, it predicts the same neutral rating for all. Assuming a uniform
distribution of the overlap POIs across requests, that is 3.6 POIs per request (i.e., 771 divided by
211). Consequently, what our CF runs do is to bring up in the top-5 on average 3.6 POIs with well-
predicted ratings, and then fill up the remaining one or two rank positions with randomly selected
neutrally deemed POIs. Since all candidate POIs are of high quality, this produces good results. The
fact that all three measures are early-precision sensitive also helps to allow this. If looser cut-offs
are used, e.g., NDCG@20, the CF method is expected to be less effective than the content-based
methods. Nevertheless, since the current measures are more suitable for evaluating mobile users,
we have not tried this.

Now, despite the very high quality candidates in 2015, another question arises: why the ceil-
ing of effectiveness is seen at the current levels (around 60% for NDCG@5/P@5 and 75% in MRR
in 2015; and 33%, 50%, and 70%, for the three measures respectively, in 2016) and not higher, e.g.,
closer to 100%. This question is more important for the content-based runs, since these should have
been capable of discriminating most candidate POIs by using their textual representation. Here, we
hypothesize that there may be category biases; for example, profile POIs belong to either museum
or bar categories while candidate POIs belong to either museum, bar, or additionally, hotel, zoo,
and other categories. If this is true, we can train so we can rate POIs for some categories, while
we completely miss others. This would explain the current effectiveness ceiling seen, especially
in 2015, although the same argument applies to the 2016 dataset. According to the Track’s orga-
nizers, although profile and candidate POIs were not collected based on categories, there could be
some judged categories in the candidates that were not judged in the profiles and vice versa. The
diversity problem of contextual suggestion has not yet been investigated by the Track.

One could argue that the ceiling of effectiveness can be pushed further up by using more context
(e.g., type, duration, season of the trip, gender and age of the user). So far we have neither used such
information, nor the category tags provided by the users for the POIs in their profiles. However, we
do not believe that these would have been very valuable in the current benchmark datasets with
the current evaluation measures. Some of this extra information seems correlated to profile POIs,
e.g., category tags, age, gender; for example, kids would have already seen and rated a zoo or two,
and 20–30-yr-old males interested in bars would have rated many of them. Nevertheless, season or
duration of the trip seem like useful attributes; for example, open-air zoos could be excluded from
suggestions made in winter months at cold locations, or consider the user request/context “I am
here for a day, sparing a couple of hours, what is the single most important must-see?”. In any case,
we believe the early-precision sensitivity of the current evaluation measures would not allow one
to measure these attributes’ usefulness. Note that the MRR is already at the “diminishing returns”
area of 70–75%.

5.2 Efficiency

In Section 3, for each of the individual (not fused) methods, we have given a basic computational
complexity analysis, per user request, based on the numbers of rated POIs of the user (Nr ) and
available POIs in the area of interest (Na ), and additionally, the total/global numbers of POIs (N )
and users (M) in a CF system. The task has been broken into three subtasks: pre-processing (e.g.,
building necessary indices, queries, calculating user–user similarities), suggesting POIs, and updat-
ing actions required when user(s) provide new or update ratings. We have assumed that calculating
suggestions always uses the most up-to-date profile and context information. These complexities
together with their corresponding actions are summarized in Table 3.
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Content-based methods have been deemed as faster than CF in all three subtasks. Content-
based methods provide pre-process times linear to Nr and incremental updates in Op1q, while the
CF method is mainly hit by having to consider all users M in these steps. Concerning the most
important subtask of suggesting which has to be performed on-the-fly (users do not like to wait),
the faster method is Rated Rocchio (linear to Na ), while WkNN is further hit multiplicatively by
Nr due to the nearest neighbor search; CF is further hit or improved—depending on the specific
values—multiplicatively by the ratio of global users to global POIs (M{N ), since it requires one
to “see” everything. These time complexities are roughly confirmed by the running times of our
experiments in this article.

Let us plug in some real numbers. Factual’s Global Places Data19 currently (January 2017) con-
tain over 100 million POIs in 50 countries. The city of Los Angeles returns around 205,000 POIs
in total, or approximately 32,000 (Na ) excluding categories probably not relevant to tourists (e.g.,
community and government services, health care services, and several business categories such
as financial). Approximate numbers for other locations are (all POIs in the area/probable tourist
POIs or Na ): Amsterdam (the Netherlands) 110k/14k, Glasgow (UK) 47.7k/8.1k, Athens (Greece)
26.7k/4.3k, and Xanthi (Greece) 148/129. Let us assume a very active user who has rated 1k POIs
(Nr ). For the content-based methods, pre-processing takes an order of 1k operations, and 1 opera-
tion per update. Suggesting POIs for the city of Glasgow would take 8.1m operations with WkNN,
while only 8.1k with Rated Rocchio. From the ratios of tourist POIs to all POIs in most of the above
cities, it seems reasonable to assume a number of tourist global POIs of 15% of the 100 million, i.e.,
15m (N ). Assuming a—rather average in size, nowadays—CF service which serves 1m users (M),
pre-processing and updating take 1 billion operations each, and suggesting takes 540k operations.

In summary, the method most suitable to be run at the user-side, e.g., in a user’s mobile device,
is Rated Rocchio, while for less active users (smaller Nr ’s, e.g. a few tens) WkNN may also be
considered. Concerning CF, while it may be capable of providing suggestions in times comparable
to or faster than WkNN, its pre-processing and updating times are rather prohibited for mobile
devices, so it should be run at some provider.

Concerning the fusion methods, the ones we propose can be calculated fast in OpNaq, thus
they are limited by the most costly individual method combined. In this respect, a WkNN–Rated
Rocchio combination would be possible, since it has effectiveness benefits.

We have not considered network use, yet it is easy to deduce that content-based methods are
more demanding on network traffic, although still feasible, since they transfer information, e.g.,
for a few thousands of POIs, times a few tens of data pieces (e.g., keywords) per POI. Furthermore,
we have not considered the size of the POI representation space, i.e., a few tens or hundreds of
dimensions (e.g., keywords), which would multiply and linearly increase the running complexities.
Note, however, that in the case of Rated Rocchio, instead of all POIs in the area of interest a provider
could supply a pre-built index of them, further reducing the suggestion complexity and network
traffic (indices are smaller than their corresponding collections) at the user’s device.

5.3 Privacy

So far, we have investigated and identified the privacy leaks of the proposed methods, considering
their straightforward implementation, i.e., without taking any special privacy-preserving steps.
The rightmost column of Table 3 summarizes these privacy leaks. Expectedly, CF has the worst
privacy characteristics since—as argued in Section 3.3—all users’ ratings must be available at the
recommender, as well as the location of the user at the time of request.

19www.factual.com/products/global.
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Note that the choice of running a CF recommender at some remote centralized service rather
than on users’ devices is currently enforced by computational complexity rather than privacy.
In principle, users can share ratings directly with each other, in a private way, by using, e.g.,
peer-to-peer connections over some anonymized network infrastructure such as Tor.20 Conse-
quently, private CF without the need of a provider would be possible on individual user devices,
if the computational complexity was not prohibiting.

The privacy issue of CF when using remote centralized services, has been identified and dealt
with by others before. In [35], the authors propose a new measure of similarity which is derived
from the concordant, discordant, and tied pairs of ratings between two users. These are estimated
by comparing each user’s rating vector with a randomly generated one, extracting the aforemen-
tioned counts for both cases and estimating the corresponding counts between the two users. Like
that, the service acquires pairwise similarity scores between the users without the need to break
their privacy. Many others, e.g., [16, 39, 45], propose several different techniques of introducing
statistical noise in the original user ratings while still being able to make useful calculations which
allow the extraction of recommendations. In [15], the authors employ factor analysis and create a
linear probabilistic model which is then encrypted. The update process is reduced to an iteration
based on vector addition which is made private using homomorphic encryption functions. Each
user’s recommendations are extracted from the encrypted model through a global key which is
shared in parts between the users.

All the above show that there are several solutions one could incorporate in a remote recom-
mender in order to offer user privacy. Similarly, there exist solutions for content-based and other
recommenders. For example, [2] propose a hybrid system that combines content-based, demo-
graphics, and CF techniques. They approach the privacy problem by splitting customer data be-
tween the merchant and a semi-trusted third party, using encryption and exchange of session keys
between the parties. This process allows neither party to derive sensitive user information as the
system isolates the user data from the user ID.

As shown in Table 3 and argued in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, our proposed content-based methods
leak only the general location of the user in order to receive from some provider the most up-to-
date information on the available POIs in the area of interest; this could be tolerated by privacy-
sensitive users. In any case, if better privacy is required, the information on the general location
of the user could be requested and received using again some anonymized network infrastructure,
e.g., Tor, as mentioned above.

Concerning the fusion methods, the privacy leaks are determined by the “weakest link,” thus
any combination which includes a straightforward implementation of CF would have the worst
privacy leaks and should be avoided for privacy-sensitive users.

Note that most, if not all, privacy-enhancing solutions mentioned above, assume co-operative
providers who are willing to offer user privacy, often at their cost of a less effective user profiling
for marketing purposes. Some related work dealing with querying uncooperative search engines
in a private way is presented in [6, 7], which seems feasible to be adapted for the content-based
recommendation methods.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Recommending venues or POIs is a hot topic in recent years, especially for tourism applications
and mobile users. In this work, we have taken an effectiveness, efficiency, and privacy perspective
of several suggestion methods. While the most important feature of such methods is effective-
ness (users do not care for fast but bad results) which has been routinely evaluated by the IR and

20www.torproject.org.
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RecSys communities with controlled experiments, we have also considered methods’ computa-
tional complexities and privacy characteristics. Considering that higher levels of privacy can be
achieved by loading users’ mobile devices with privacy-sensitive parts of suggestion systems, the
efficiency of suggestion methods becomes important. In this article, we have proposed, evaluated
for their feasibility and effectiveness, and analyzed for their efficiency and privacy, several meth-
ods, as well as their combinations.

The first method is based on a WkNN classifier. We issue a candidate venue as a query to an index
of all user’s rated venues, and predict its rating by taking the weighted average of the ratings for
thek semantically most similarly rated venues; here, we have tried several weighting methods. The
second method is based on a Rocchio-like method we have developed for multi-graded relevance
environments, which we call Rated Rocchio. Using a user’s rated venues as training examples, the
method builds a personalized query for the user. The Rated Rocchio query is then run on an index
with the POIs in the area of interest in order to rank candidates. The aforementioned two content-
based methods have been compared to standard methods for CF and variations, which consider the
ratings of all users for all POIs, together. We have then investigated methods for fusing the results
of all or some of the above. In this respect, rank-based fusion, such as Borda Count and Condorcet,
has been employed, as well as rating-based fusion. The latter requires mapping retrieval scores or
re-normalizing ratings of methods which do not produce ratings or compatible ratings, such as
the Rated Rocchio and CF, respectively.

All the above have been evaluated for their effectiveness in two standard benchmark datasets,
these provided and used by TREC’s Contextual Suggestion Tracks in 2015 and 2016. Concerning
the effectiveness of the proposed methods, we have reached the following conclusions.

—All individual content-based methods are suitable and effective for the task, with statisti-
cally insignificant differences between them. Compared to the state-of-the-art, e.g., me-
dian/best TREC runs, they achieve from above-median performance to the best perfor-
mance, depending on the dataset and measures one looks at.

—CF suffers from data sparsity in the current datasets; only the user–user similarity variant
has been possible to run in only one of the datasets (2015). Even then, although it is found
to perform similarly to the content-based methods, we consider this inconclusive; its good
performance seems to be accidental, benefiting from the very high quality candidate POIs
in that dataset and narrow cut-offs (early-precision sensitivity) in the evaluation measures
(see discussion in Section 5).

—Rank-based merging methods such as Borda Count or Condorcet are “safe” or robust options
which yield at least similar or better effectiveness to the individual methods combined or, in
roughly half of the cases, significantly better (e.g., three-way merges and two-way WkNN–
RRocchio). The more methods combined, the better the effectiveness.

—Rating-based merging methods are even better than rank-based ones, when individual
methods that produce ratings by nature are combined (e.g., CF–WkNN). Our attempts so far
to map scores to ratings in the RRocchio method have produced inconsistent but promising
results: significantly worse performance in one dataset and a solid better performance in
the other.

—Merging seems to help more in promoting the rank of the first relevant result, “sharpening”
the ranking, which could be really useful for users who spare time to visit a single POI.

Furthermore, a deeper analysis of the behavior of the methods has indicated possible limitations
of the benchmark datasets used. Beyond their unsuitability for collaborative filtering experimen-
tation, they also seem incapable of discriminating between good runs/systems, introducing some
ceiling in the effectiveness that is possibly achievable. This also has to do with the early-precision
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sensitivity of the evaluation measures; it is widely known that such measures are also notably
unstable.

Concerning efficiency and privacy, we have theoretically argued and shown that the content-
based methods can be efficiently implemented and run at the user’s mobile device, with the
minimum information leakage, this of the area of interest or user’s location. This can be con-
sidered an acceptable leak, tolerated by users. Rated Rocchio is the most efficient of the two.
While WkNN and CF could provide suggestions in comparable speeds in some cases, the latter
has much more costly updates. Furthermore, CF is the worst of all methods privacy-wise, since
all user preferences of all system users are leaked. Obviously, the efficiency and privacy of the
fused methods are determined by the slowest method combined and the “weakest link” in privacy,
respectively.

In summary, we believe that our findings can be very useful for developing effective operational
systems, respecting user privacy. Especially, some dead-end, ineffective, or promising but less ef-
fective experiments we have also described, can be proven useful for revealing ground-breaking
ways in future research. Further improvements could come from the following.

—In the WkNN method, the tf-idf score which is suitable for ranking, may not be the best
choice as a semantical distance measure—in this respect, other mechanisms could be ex-
plored.

—In the Rated Rocchio method, we have mainly assumed a linear behavior in user’s ratings,
e.g., a rating of 4 is taken as two times more relevant than a rating of 3. In this respect,
alternative centroid weightings could be investigated.
In this work, we have already tried some alternatives for both of the above points, but
with no significant improvements so far; these matters, however, seem to deserve a further
investigation.

—In fusing systems with rating-based methods, systems which do not produce ratings di-
rectly, such as Rated Rocchio, require some procedure for mapping scores to ratings. Since
we have so far provided some baseline methods but with an inconsistent behavior across
datasets, this matter may be considered open.

—Independently from the above points, context could be enriched to include, for example,
temporal information (time, day, season of the year, etc), weather conditions, or other con-
textual information [1, 40]. Beyond user-dependent features, some others consider venue-
dependent features collected from location-based social networks [25] such as number of
check-ins, number of likes, number of comments, number of photos, average Foursquare
rating, and unique number of users. Surprisingly, they find that such features are more ef-
fective than user-dependent features for estimating the relevance of a suggestion, despite
the fact that task is a personalized task.

Lastly, our experiments have indicated that more and/or better benchmark datasets would be wel-
come, especially ones that can facilitate experiments in both content-based and collaborative fash-
ion. Also, the use of additional evaluation measures focusing on longer parts of rankings is recom-
mended; although these may not be as suitable for capturing mobile user models, they are suitable
for desktop users and maybe other applications in the future, and furthermore they may better
discriminate systems.
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